Customizable software systems consist of a large number of different, critical, non-critical and interdependent configurations. Reliability and performance of configurable system depend on successful completion of communication or interactions among its configurations. Most of the time users of configurable systems very often use critical configurations than non-critical configurations. Failure of critical configurations will have severe impact on system reliability and performance. We can overcome this problem by identifying critical configurations that play a vital role, then provide a suitable fault tolerant candidate to each critical configuration. In this article we have proposed an algorithm that identifies optimal fault tolerant candidate for every critical configuration of a software system. We have also proposed two schemes to classify configurations into critical and non-critical configurations based on: 1) Frequency of configuration interactions (IFrFT), 2) Characteristics and frequency of interactions (ChIFrFT). These schemes have played very important role in achieving reliability and fault tolerance of a software system in a cost effective manner. The percentage of successful interactions of IFrFT and ChIFrFT are 25 and 40% higher than that of the NoFT scheme. In NoFT scheme none of the configurations are supported by fault tolerance candidates. Performance of IFrFT, ChIFrFT, and NoFT schemes are tested using a file structure system.
Introduction
Customization of a software system varies with user requirements or target platform. Programmers employ preprocessor directives, command-line arguments, setup files, configuration files to customize a software system. Using product-line technology, it is possible to generate a program tailored to individual user requirements by using program generators. Program generation process leverage software system features where a feature is a visible behavior or characteristic of a software program [1] . According to product-line technology, any customizable option that can be selected during the compile or load time is called a feature of a program. Program generator generates a program depending on features selected by the user(s).
Every program or software system will have functional and non-functional properties. Functional properties are activities that are to be performed or a behavior that has to be exhibited by a program when a specified condition configurations having different failure behavior is prone to failure.
Configurations that perform important, common or default operations are called critical configurations. During the execution of software system many non-critical configurations interact with critical configurations. Critical configurations are specialized versions of non-critical configurations similar to many features are extended versions of important features [4] .
A configuration is said to be failed configuration if it either produce errors during its execution or fail to successfully complete its task. A software system that consists of configurations which are prone to failure will have unpredictable behavior and performance anomalies making it unusable or untrustworthy. Communication (parameters, return values, etc.) between two or more configurations is called Configurations Interaction. Incomplete/failed communication between two or more configurations is said to be Failed Interaction. The significance level of critical configuration will come down when it is involved in failed interactions. Failed interactions have become common than exceptions [5] in modern complex software systems. Further, by classifying the configurations into two categories as given below, we can improve software systems reliability and fault tolerance. 1) Frequently used or Critical configurations, and 2) Less frequently used or non-critical configurations After the classification of configurations into the categories mentioned above,frequently used configurations are backed up by fault tolerant candidates to improve the reliability and performance of software systems.
According to software reliability engineering, the main approaches to build reliable software systems are 1) Fault Forecasting [6, 7] , 2) Fault Prevention, 3) Fault Removal [8] and 4) Fault Tolerance [9] . Fault prevention and fault tolerance techniques are leveraged in the development of large and reliable complex software systems. To tolerate faults, design diversity technique proposed by Avizienis et al. [10] , employs functionally equivalent yet independently designed and developed software system modules. Since this technique incur high development and maintenance cost it is employed only in the development and maintenance of machine critical systems (disaster control, threat of loss of life).
Software systems usually consist of hundreds of configurations. Although provisioning redundant configurations for every configuration of large and complex software system help to tolerate failures, it would be very expensive and results in high upfront investment cost. It is possible to minimize investment cost by provisioning redundant configurations only for frequently configurations. Microsoft has reported that it has reduced 80% of failures by fixing top 20% of most frequently reported bugs or crashes in its windows and office suite. Generally 80% of end users use only 20% of software application features [11] .
Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
• Classification of configurations of software systems into following categories: 1) Frequently used (Critical) configurations and 2) Less frequently used (non-critical) configurations.
• Compare the performance of the following proposed strategies 1) Frequently-used (Critical) configurations enabled with fault tolerance, 2) All configurations of a software system enabled with fault tolerance, 3) None of the configurations have fault tolerance support.
• Demonstrate practicality of the proposed strategies on a file structures system that consists of several configurations.
Organization of this paper is as follows: "Related work" section presents the related work, "System model and failure model" section present system model and failure models used in this work, "Overview of proposed approach" section introduces an overview of the proposed approach and system architecture, "Classification of configurations" section presents a mathematical model to classify configurations, "Fault tolerance schemes" section presents various fault tolerant schemes, selection of most suitable fault tolerant candidate to each configuration, finally the "Experimental setup and performance evaluation" section presents experimental setup and results discussion.
Related work
In cloud computing environment occurrence of failures is random in nature and also there may be unknown types of failures. It is important either to eliminate failures permanently or minimize the impact of failures. Fault tolerant approaches are broadly classified into two categories. 1) Reactive schemes and 2) Proactive schemes.
Reactive schemes swing into action as soon as software system failed. Some of the popular reactive techniques are: a) Checkpoint-Restart: In this approach the overall execution time of a job/task depends on checkpoint intervals. Shorter checkpoint intervals cause frequent checkpointing, large number of checkpoints thus resulting in much time spent in checkpoint activity, higher disk space required to store checkpoint images. Longer checkpoint intervals cause high resource wastage due to re-execution of a job from its longer distant previous checkpoint. A checkpoint interval that is very good for some workloads may be worse for other workloads. For example, in case of transmission failures shorter checkpoint intervals completely eliminate retransmission of lengthy messages of TCP applications (deal with longer messages) while checkpointing UDP (deal with short messages) applications with longer intervals eliminate the need for large storage space to save checkpoint images and reduce the cumulative compute power overhead of all checkpoints. Research on finding most suitable checkpoint intervals for different workloads, yet to happen. Checkpointing identical operations performed by many users on several computing machines will lead to wastage of resources and increased cost. To overcome this problem a technique proposed by Zhou et al. in [12] checkpoint identical parts of all virtual machines which host and render identical services.
b) Job migration: Job migration can be further classified into preemptive and non-preemptive migration. In preemptive migration mechanism a job undergoes migration whenever a monitoring system detects misbehavior of the job. Accuracy of preemptive migration schemes depends on fitness of failure prediction algorithms. Incorrect predictions lead to unnecessary job migrations, increased resource wastage and longer job turnaround time. In this approach Mean Time To Migrate (MTTM) consists of time taken i) by prediction algorithm, ii) to notify run time environment iii) to complete the migration task and iv) how best the prediction algorithms know types of failures that occur. In preemptive approach Mean time to migrate a job is less compare to non-preemptive approach. Preemptive approach is more suitable for critical machine control systems such as aviation, nuclear control systems, etc. c) Replication: In replication mechanism a job is replicated over multiple compute platforms in which replicas are executed in parallel. Voting mechanism is used in case of more than two replicas to decide correct output. As an alternative method to parallel execution of replicas, the concept of primary and secondary was proposed. In this approach secondary job takes over the role of primary as soon as primary job failed. Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) approach [13] proposed by Zhang et al. make use of 3k+1 replicas to overcome K faults. In gossip approach proposed by Lim et al. [14] 2K+1 replicas are used to tolerate K faults. For further reading about job migration techniques interested reader may refer following articles [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
To improve the fault tolerance of distributed applications in a cloud computing environment, Zhao et al. in [20] proposed a fault tolerant middleware that consist of three components: 1) A low level messaging protocol that render reliable, totally ordered multicast service between primary and backup members of a group. 2) A leaderdetermined membership protocol to ensure that every member of a group has a consistent view of primary member and other members belong to its group, also shorten the time required to elect a primary member among several members of the group. 3) A virtual determiner framework that transforms every non-deterministic operation of a primary member to virtually deterministic operation while guaranteeing that all backups shall receive results in the same order as that of the primary member.
Proactive schemes: In proactive schemes hardware and computing environment continuously monitored for occurrence of failures by employing best failure prediction algorithms. Prediction algorithms take decisions based on the outcome of intermittent results and communication messages. Whenever a monitoring system detects deviation in behavior of a job due to failure of underlying hardware or computing environment, then the job is migrated to fault free computing environment. Some of the schemes in proactive fault tolerance are as given below: a) Self Healing: Self healing systems detect and respond to malfunctions that occur during run time. They have the ability to recognize failures and take suitable action immediately to minimize the impact of failures. Functional and interaction failures are common that occur during runtime in component based software systems. An approach proposed by Nicolo P. [22] exploits redundancy of components to mask failures. Cliff Saran in [23] highlighted some of the difficulties involved in usage of self-managing systems such as common software standards across the industry and proprietary system management interfaces. Quality of service of an application is ensured by dealing with its quality attributes. In [24] V. Nallur et al. have proposed a self-optimizing architecture based on service level agreements. Using this architecture any service hosted on the cloud will dynamically self-manage depending on service provider inputs to minimize the cost of service. As far as possible this architecture ensures that the user service level agreements are satisfied while the service is being re-configured according to service provider input.
Execution of parallel applications in a cloud computing environment requires multiple processing nodes. Processing nodes that have poor coordination/synchronization will produce incorrect results and would lead to wastage of resources. An algorithm proposed in [25] schedule parallel applications based on virtual machine characteristics to reduce consumption of physical resources such as network elements and power within the data center.
b) Software Rejuvenation: This approach deal with handling transient failures caused by software aging phenomenon. It involves resetting a part of the internal state of a job followed by restarting the execution of a job. Fault tolerant software systems with two-version redundant structures and single-version rejuvenation were proposed in [26] and [27] respectively. An approach based on backup of virtual machines in the cloud [28] was proposed by Xinyi et al. to improve system reliability. For more information on software rejuvenation interested reader may refer to [29] [30] [31] [32] . c) Preemptive Migration: Migration of processes, operating systems and virtual machines enable load balancing, efficient resource usage, fault management and system maintenance. Migration of virtual machines, computing platform across homogeneous and heterogeneous hosts help administrators manage data centers, clusters in easy and efficient manner. Some of the research articles published in this area are [33] [34] [35] [36] . Proactive recovery techniques such as staggered proactive recovery, rebooting a compromised node, refreshing the state of a node do not guarantee hundred percent recovery of nodes and are not sufficient enough to prevent Byzantine faults permanently. Since the reboot and recovery operations are performed as part of the critical execution sequence, they take more time to achieve a stable state by recovering failed node. A proactive recovery mechanism based on service migration [21] was proposed to overcome limitations of reboot and recovery mechanisms. In this scheme pool of spare nodes are used to migrate longrunning applications off the critical path, run as background/separate tasks, thereby minimizing the reboot and recovery time.
Fault tolerance can be considered during the design, development and architecture of large, complex software systems [6] . Considering virtual machines and cloud elasticity property Xiaomin Zhu et al. have proposed an algorithm, FASTER, [37] that overlap workload tasks to improve reliability of scientific workloads in virtual clouds. Seigmund et al. in [38] have proposed an approach that treats customizable systems as a black box and detect performance relevant feature interactions on a set of specially selected configurations. The pair-wise heuristic technique was used to and measure a set of configurations that select cover all pairwise interactions among configurations relevant to performance.
Liebig et al. in [39] have analyzed the variability characteristic in forty software programs ranging from small to large scale and claimed that structural interactions occur betweens two features and such interactions in turn may cause performance feature interactions. Sincero et al. in [40] proposed a model that deals with feature attributes, interaction among features that predict configurations non-functional properties. Software feature behavior that produce an unexpected outcome indicates malfunctioning of software feature. Zheng et al. [41] and Slawinska et al. [42] have proposed collaborative solutions for specific applications such as MPI. Parnas et al. [43] and Shooman et al. [44] highlighted the impact of the structure of an application on its performance, reliability and correctness.
Fault tolerance techniques proposed in this article are based on replication. As there exist many robust, efficient, optimal fault tolerant schemes in the literature related to hardware, middleware, platform levels, we assume that there are no failures in hardware, middleware, and platform levels. Fault tolerance in hardware, middleware, computing platform is out of the scope of this article. In this article we address fault tolerance at the application level by exploiting application characteristics such as structure and feature's behavior. In this direction we propose a scheme to identify frequently used configurations which play vital role in a software system, then enable them configurations using suitable fault tolerance candidate to improve reliability and fault tolerance of a software system. Also, we investigate the importance of configurations interactions on system performance, reliability and fault tolerance.
System model and failure model
• System Model: The various operations of file structures techniques involve interaction among 
Overview of proposed approach
Figure 2 depicts a pictorial representation of the proposed architecture to address some of the challenges mentioned above. It consists of two parts: 1) Classification of configurations and 2) Selection of the most suitable, optimal fault tolerant candidate to every critical configuration. Procedure to achieve fault tolerance of a software system is as follows:
• We have used two versions of the file structure software system. In first one, all configurations of a software system are supported by their replicas. In the second version, only critical or frequently used configurations, which contribute to 20% of all configurations, are supported by suitable fault tolerant candidates that are functionally equivalent yet independent configurations developed using different programming constructs/logic to mask failures.
• After the completion of all interactions, interaction value of each configuration is calculated based on the number of successful interactions.
• Configurations are classified into most frequently used (critical) and less frequently used (non-critical) categories based on their interaction values.
• Effectiveness of each fault tolerance strategy is measured and compared with other strategies, then most suitable fault tolerance strategy for a given critical configuration is selected. 
Classification of configurations

Configurations interaction graph building
A software system can be modeled as a weighted directed graph denoted by G, where C i represent i th configuration and an edge denoted by I jk represent interaction between configurations C j and C k , that is, configuration C j invokes C k . In this process every configuration, say C i , that is involved in successful interaction has a non-negative interaction value P(C i ). At the end of all interactions the percentage of successfully executed interactions between every pair of configurations, for example, between C j and C k , are calculated using Eq. 1
Where F jk represent the number of times configuration C j invoked C k and N is the number of configurations present in a software system. If there is no interaction between C j and C k then F jk = 0. Value of I jk increased by one for every successful interaction between C j and C k . An interaction I jk will have a larger value if C j interacts with C k more number of times than other configurations. For a software system having N configurations, the configuration graph represent N * N matrix, denoted by M, that can be obtained from Eq. 1. Each element of M, denoted by m jk , represent interactions between j th and k th configurations. A configuration interaction value between every pair of configurations is calculated according to the steps given below:
• If j th configuration during its life time never interact with k th configuration, then the interaction value of j th configuration with k th configuration will be zero, that is, M I jk .m jk = 0 • If j th configuration interacts with itself, in case of recursive configurations, then its interaction value represented by m jj is incremented by one for every successful interaction. 
Configurations classification
Software system configurations are categorized based on :
1) Frequency of interactions between configurations (IFrFT)
2) Characteristics such as structure (critical or noncritical) and frequency of interactions (ChIFrFT)
IFrFT: fault tolerance based on frequency of interactions
In this approach all configurations are treated as equal by setting their individual interaction value to zero at the beginning of execution of a software system. Configurations that are involved in most of the interactions during execution of software system are considered as critical configurations. Reliability and performance of any software system depend on successful execution of its critical configurations. For an increased number of failed critical configurations and configuration interactions reliability and performance of software system deteriorate significantly. By employing fault tolerant candidates to critical configurations, successful execution of most of interactions, it is possible to improve the reliability and performance of a software system. In this context, we propose a mathematical model to find frequently used configurations of a software system based on frequency of interactions. The proposed mathematical model is as follows:
• Configuration C i is assigned to a value
N is the number of configurations, V i is the significance of i th configuration.
• Compute the interaction value of i th configuration C i , denoted by P (C i ), for i = 1 to N, using
where S (C i ) is a set of configurations that invoke interactions with configuration C i . Variable α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) in Eq. 2, indicate the interactions influence, in terms of interaction value, between C i and C j . Therefore, an interaction value of C i is derived from configurations that have invoked it for interaction. Interaction value of C i depends on |S(C i )|, P C j , M I ji . The larger value of C i indicates that it has been invoked very frequently by other configurations. Using Eq. 2 we find frequently used configurations of a software system. Value of α is varied between zero and one until we get stabilized interaction values for 10000 interactions.
Using Eq. 2 we obtain configurations that are frequently used and play important role in improving the reliability of a software system.
ChIFrFT: fault tolerance based on characteristics and interaction frequencies of configurations
In this approach software configurations are categorized into two sets 1) A set, denoted by C, of configurations which perform critical tasks (checking for uniqueness, size of index table, search operation, and collisions are treated as characteristics) 2) A set, denoted by UC, of configurations which perform non-critical tasks (the padding of special symbol in fixed-length records). Initial interaction values of configurations that belong to the set C are assigned to higher values compare to configurations of UC. Since the reliability and performance of software systems depend on successful execution of their critical configurations, we can improve the reliability, performance by provisioning fault tolerant candidates to critical configurations.
Performance (defined in terms of interaction value and the number of successful interactions) of a critical configuration, say C i , where C i ∈ C is computed by using Eq. 3 given below:
For a non-critical configuration C k , where C k ∈ NC, we compute the performance using Eq. 4 given below:
Where S (C k ) is the set of configurations that invoke configuration C k , sum of |C| and |NC| is equal to N. In ChIFrFT approach the parameter β is used to find the importance of configurations belong to sets C and UC. For β ≤ |C| |NC| performance of ChIFrFT approach is same as that of IFrFT, that is, frequently used and less frequently used configurations are treated equally. However, ChIFrFT performs better than IFrFT for |C| |NC| ≤ β ≤ 1, that is, frequently used configurations are treated with higher priority than less frequently used configurations.
Fault tolerance schemes
Classification of software fault tolerance techniques
Software fault tolerance schemes are classified into two major categories. 1) Proactive schemes and 2) Reactive schemes
• Proactive Fault Tolerance Schemes: Proactive fault tolerance schemes are adopted in computing systems which suffer severely due to failures. Proactive schemes are costlier as they need lots of resources to support simultaneous execution of primary job and its replicas. Some of the proactive fault tolerance schemes are: Fig. 3 are generated from the initial formal specification defined using any specification language. Some of the specification languages are Clear, OBJ3, CafeOBJ, ACT, ASL, ASL+, SPECTRUM, and Larch. 3. N-Copy programming: N-Copy programming as shown in Fig. 4 is the data diverse complement of N-Version Programming. All copies of programs execute in parallel by taking data produced by data re-expression algorithms [47] . 4. Byzantine fault tolerance: A Byzantine fault is an incorrect operation that occurs in a distributed environment. Byzantine faults can be classified into 1) Omission failure: Failure of a resource means requested resource might not exist or unavailable due to busy 2) Execution failure: Failure due to sending incorrect or inconsistent data, corrupting local state or responding with incorrect data, for example, round-off errors propagated from one function to another function [48] .
To provide Byzantine fault tolerance in presence of m faulty processors, (1) There must be at least 3m + 1 processors, (2) Must exist, at least 2m + 1 communication paths between a pair of • Reactive Fault Tolerance Schemes: Reactive fault tolerance schemes act on the recovery process after the occurrence of failure. These schemes take less amount of resources, more time for recovery, compare to proactive schemes. Some of the reactive schemes are: 
Process checkpointing:
Checkpointing is a technique that is commonly used to reduce execution time of long running programs in the presence of failures [50] . In this technique, the status of the program/job under execution is saved intermittently. Program/job resumes its execution from the most recent checkpoint instead of from the beginning of the program/job upon occurrence of failure. For a program/job, having n modules with n-1 equally spaced checkpoints, as shown in Fig. 6 , expected execution time of a program/job is given by,
where x is program/job processing requirement, random variable C is a checkpoint duration, R is a random variable that represents repair time, γ is the rate at which failures occur according to a Poisson distribution, φ c is the Laplace-Stieltjes transformation (LST), E(R) is the expected repair time.
Process migration:
It is an act of transferring state information of live processes from one machine to another across homogeneous or heterogeneous hardware, platforms [51] . Process migration technique to realize its full potential must be able to perform the following tasks 1) A process must preserve its internal state during migration, 2) Must be efficient and 3) Must be as transparent as possible to the external environment.
Selection of best fault tolerance scheme
Each fault tolerant scheme will have several unique candidates based on their configurations and characteristics such as response time, resources like computing power, storage, etc. For example, replication fault tolerance schemes are storage and compute power intensive 
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end if 15: end for 16 : end function whereas process migration schemes are time intensive. A fault tolerance scheme, say F i , may have J candidates F ij for J = 1 to n. Given the interaction value of a configuration, values of all eligible fault tolerant schemes (set of redundant configurations which are functionally equivalent, but independent) that are suitable to C t as arguments to Algorithm 1, it selects the most optimal fault tolerant candidate from the set of eligible fault tolerant candidates. Each fault tolerant scheme will have several candidates depending on the characteristics and constraints to be satisfied. To select the most suitable and optimal fault tolerant scheme to a given critical configuration above algorithm uses failure probability of every fault tolerant scheme. For the set of constraints of a critical configuration given as input to the algorithm, it generates a list of suitable fault tolerant candidates whose failure probability is less than the configuration interaction value. Finally the best FT candidate that has minimum failure probability among all possible candidates will be assigned to the critical configuration.
Experimental setup and performance evaluation
Using C++ language we have developed a software system for file structure techniques proposed by Michael J. Folk in [54] . Details of the software system are given in Table 2 . It consists of several configurations which are functionally equivalent yet independent to achieve fault tolerance. The file structure system involves following operations: Figure 7 shows a sample code snippet for record packing, unpacking, and index operations. Table 3 shows the list of various operations, role and specifications, possible failures of each operation. Table 4 shows the list of various failures caused by failed interactions and their descriptions.
We have used two versions of a file structure system 1) With all of its configurations enabled, 2) Functionally equivalent yet independent versions of frequently used (critical) configurations that are 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% of all configurations which act as a fault tolerant plane. The file structure system is deployed on VMWare vCenter Server 4.1 that runs on PowerEdge T340 having following configuration: Intel Xeon E5-2430, 2.2 GHz, 16 GB RAM and vSphere Cleint 4.1 installed on the remote desktop computer. Execution requests to multiple groups that consists of both frequently used and less frequently used configurations are generated using a synthetic workload generator. Every execution request randomly generates values for fields of a data record. The operations listed in Table 3 [52, 53] .
• Among all the schemes performance of AllFT is better since every configuration is supported by its replica. In this scheme replicated configurations help the system to overcome most of the failures for less number of interaction requests, for e.g. 2000 and 4000.
• Performance of ChIFrFT is better than IFrFT and NoFT in all the experimental scenarios since it considers both frequency of interactions and characteristics of configurations. This signifies that both characteristics and frequency of interactions of configurations play important role in improving performance and reliability of software systems.
• Reliability and performance of software systems deteriorate as the number of failed interactions increased. This effect can be nullified by provisioning fault tolerant candidates to frequently used configurations.
• For any failure percentage between 10 and 100, proposed IFrFT and ChIFrFT techniques perform better than NoFT while ChIFrFT outperform IFrFT.
• In case of lesser number of interaction requests, the software system has better performance and reliability when frequently used configurations that are enabled with fault tolerant candidates increased from 1 to 20%. However, performance and reliability of software system worsen for a large number of interaction requests.
We study the impact of a K percent of critical or frequently used configurations on system performance, reliability for different values of K (that is, 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%) and interaction requests (2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, and 10000). • ChIFrFT has consistently better performance compared to IFrFT as the percentage of frequently used configurations increased.
• The rate at which the amount of successful interactions decrease depends on the percentage of frequently used and failed configurations.
• When frequently used configurations are 1% of all configurations of the system and the number of failed configurations increased from 10% to a hundred percent, then the number of successful interactions decrease at a faster rate as shown in Fig. 8 . Reason for this is only 1% of critical configurations are supported by fault tolerant candidates. Under this scenario, when all the configurations are failed, only fault tolerant candidates which are 1% of all configurations serve requests.
• There is no much difference in percentage of successful interactions for ChIFrFT, IFrFT, and NoFT techniques when frequently used configurations are only 1% of all configurations as shown in Fig. 8 . Figure 9 shows the performance of a system when frequently used configurations are 5% of all configurations. As the percentage of failed configurations increased from 10 to 100 in steps of 10, the number of successful interactions will decrease. However, in this case the number of successful interactions is higher compared to the scenario where frequently used configurations are 1% of all configurations. When all the frequently used configurations are failed then fault tolerant candidates, which are equivalent to 5% of all configurations serve requests.
In this case performance of ChIFrFT, IFrFT techniques are little better than NoFT technique because of 5% of configurations are supported by fault tolerant candidates. Figure 10 shows the performance of the file structure system when frequently used configurations are 10% of all configurations. In this case system performance is better compare to previous scenarios in which frequently used configurations are 1% and 5%. Furthermore, for a larger number of failed configurations NoFT technique suffer severely compare to ChIFrFT and IFrFT techniques. Figure 11 shows the performance of the file structure system when frequently used configurations are Fifteen percent of all configurations. Large number of interaction requests, higher number of failed configurations lead to a large number of failed requests, even though every configuration has its replica.
As the number of interaction requests increased from 2000 to 10000 in steps of 1000, system undergo performance deterioration due to the large number of failed interaction requests. The reason is that every configuration in AllFT technique is supported by only one backup configuration. After primary configuration failed, its backup configuration also may fail to serve requests. Figure 12 shows the performance of the system when frequently used configurations are 20% of all configurations. Since 20% of all configurations constitute a considerably large number of configurations that are supported by fault tolerant candidates, performance in this case is better when compared to scenarios in which critical configurations are 1%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. However, 10000 interaction requests in this case have significant impact on performance of AllFT technique. That is, in spite of having replicas for all critical configurations they are prone to failure as the number of interaction requests increased. Also NoFT technique suffer from performance deterioration due to large number of interaction requests. Figures 13, 14 , 15, 16 and 17 showcase the importance of configuration interactions on performance and reliability of a software system. More the number of interaction requests, then higher the likely hood of reduced performance of a software system. Figure 13 shows the percentage of interactions that are successfully executed when frequently used configurations are 1% of all configurations. This percentage decreases as the number of interaction requests increased. Figures 14, 15, 16, 17 shows the percentage of successful interactions when frequently used configurations are 5, 10, 15, and 20% of all configurations, respectively.
Conclusion
In this research article we have proposed fault tolerant techniques based on frequency of interactions, characteristics of configurations. IFrFT technique based on frequency of interactions makes use of interaction values of configurations to measure the reliability and performance of a software system. ChIFrFT technique is based on frequency of interactions and characteristics (critical operations such as payment transactions and control systems) makes use of structural information of configurations. Performance of NoFT, AllFT, IFrFT and ChIFrFT techniques compared for various percentages of critical configurations, number of interaction requests. While AllFT technique perform better than all the other techniques ChIFrFT approach has consistent performance compare to IFrFT and NoFT. Performance of IFrFT and ChIFrFT techniques, in terms of the number of successful interactions, has increased by 25 and 40% respectively compare to NoFT. Our experimental results show that either large number of interaction requests, or more number of failed critical configurations or both will result in performance deterioration of software systems in spite of having fault tolerant support for the complete software system.
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